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[57] ABSTRACT

A digital storage system of the Winchester or hard disk

drive type has the hard aluminum disks mounted around

the drive motor. To accommodate the difference in

thermal coefficients of expansion of the steel cylinder

forming the outer periphery of the motor, and the alu-

minum disk assembly, an aluminum disk mounting

sleeve is provided which extends for the full height of

the disk assembly, and makes a thermal shrink fit around

the steel motor cylinder, with the engagement between

the two parts being limited to a section toward the

center of the overlapping surfaces of the two parts. The
aluminum storage disks and spacers between them have

a slight clearance from, and are clamped between the

top and bottom of the aluminum mounting sleeve.

18 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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HIGH CAPACITY WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to digital storage systems of the
5

Winchester or hard disk drive type.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Digital data may be stored on flexible or “floppy”

disks or on hard or Winchester-type disks by the mag-

netization of successive small areas on the magnetic

surface of the disk, by a magnetic head or “slider”, as

the disk rotates. The density of digital storage on hard

disk memory systems is in the order of 10 or 20 times the

density achieved with floppy disk memory systems.

In the field of hard or Winchester-type disk systems,

the disks are normally formed of aluminum, and have a

magnetizable coating on their upper and lower surfaces.

Rigid or Winchester-type magnetic storage disks

were originally relatively large in diameter, but in the

last few years the size has been reduced, so that 5 4 inch

disk systems are now widely available. Further, indus-

try standard dimensions have been established for 54

inch Winchester-type disk units, and these dimensions

include a height of 3.25 inches or 82.6 millimeters, a

width of 5.75 inches, or 146 millimeters, and a depth of

8.00 inches, or 203 millimeters. In addition, the industry

standard for weight is six pounds, or 2.7 kilograms.

Environmental standards have also been established,

with the operating temperature extending from 10 de-

grees C. to 50 degrees C. and the non-operating or

storage temperature extending from —40 degrees C. to

+65 degrees C.

By using a flat type of drive motor, it has previously

been possible to mount five hard disks of the 5 J inch size

within the industry standard dimensions mentioned

hereinabove. This type of configuration would provide

a storage capacity in the order of 170 megabytes.

It appears, however, that computers are “insatiable”

in their demands for additional rapid access storage, and

accordingly, there is a demand for 54 inch disk drives

with larger capacities. One way of increasing the num-
ber of disks which may be included within the industry

standard dimensions is to locate the drive motor cen-

trally with respect to the storage disks, with the disks

being directly secured to the motor rotor. However, the

motor involves magnetic material, usually steel, and the

storage disks are normally made of aluminum, coated of

course with a magnetizable material. Unfortunately, the

thermal coefficient of expansion of iron or steel is in the

order of six to nine microinches per inch per degree

Fahrenheit; whereas the thermal coefficient of expan-

sion of aluminum is in the order of 11 to 13 microinches

per inch per degree Fahrenheit. Over the range of tem-

peratures through which the disk drive is to be opera-

tive, if the aluminum disks were to be rigidly mounted
to an outer steel cylinder forming part of the motor

rotor, the difference in thermal expansion would cause

the disks to flex or deform, so that the precision digital

memory would not operate reliably. In this regard, it is

noted that one of the disk surfaces is normally reserved

for servocontrol, so that normal and uniform expansion

and contraction of the aluminum disks, without defor-

mation or buckling, causes no problem. However, if the

disks flex, or depart from their normal flat surface con-

figuration, reliability will suffer severely, or the units

may become wholly inoperative for digital storage. It is

also noted that, if steel bearings were to be used on a

2
steel shaft, to directly mount an aluminum disk assem-

bly, the differential thermal expansion of the aluminum

and steel could drastically change the bearing pre-load

and significantly alter the dynamic characteristics of the

disk drive.

Accordingly, a principal object of the present inven-

tion is to overcome the problems arising from differen-

tial thermal expansion, for example, when aluminum

memory disks are employed with a central motor hav-

ing a steel frame or outer cylindrical portion of the

rotor, as outlined hereinabove.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a high

capacity Winchester or hard disk drive includes a cen-

tral motor including an outer cylindrical steel member
forming part of the motor rotor, and an aluminum disk

mounting sleeve having a substantial length which is

coextensive with the steel member forming a part of the

rotor and with the aluminum mounting sleeve being

secured to the cylindrical steel member toward the

center of their overlapping areas and having a clearance

between the aluminum sleeve and the steel member at

their two ends. In addition, a series of aluminum storage

disks having magnetic coatings on their surfaces, are

mounted from the upper and lower ends of the alumi-

num mounting sleeve with the storage disks being

aligned with and spaced from one another and having a

clearance from the periphery of the aluminum mount-

ing sleeve.

As an additional feature of the invention, the alumi-

num mounting sleeve may make a thermal shrink fit

engagement with the cylindrical steel member forming

part of the rotor.

As a preferred method of securing the aluminum

storage disks to the aluminum mounting sleeve, the

aluminum mounting sleeve is provided with a flange at

one end, and a circular clamping member is provided at

the other end of the aluminum mounting sleeve, with

this circular clamping member being fastened with cap

screws into the end of the aluminum sleeve, and apply-

ing force to the storage disks and intermediate spacing

members at their inner edges and clamping them down
onto the flange at the other end of the aluminum mount-

ing sleeve.

With the outer diameter of the steel cylinder member
being in the order of 1| or U inch, and the axial over-

lapping area of the steel cylindrical member and the

aluminum mounting sleeve being in the order of slightly

less than two inches, the central portion including about

an inch of the overlapping portions of the steel member
and the aluminum sleeve, may be secured together with

clearance between the parts for the upper and lower

one-half inch. Thus, approximately \ of the overlapping

areas are secured together in the vicinity of the center

of the two members, and the upper and lower 4 of the

overlapping areas may be left free of engagement with

clearance. More generally, the areas which are secured

together may range from approximately 4 or J of the

central overlapping areas up to about £ thereof, with the

remainder at the two ends being provided with clear-

ance.

Considering the structure from a thermal expansion

standpoint, with the thermal coefficient ofexpansion for

aluminum being assumed to be 12 microinches per inch

per degree Fahrenheit, and that of iron or steel to be in

the order of 8 microinches per inch per degree Fahren-
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heit, the difference would be about 4 microinches per

inch per degree Fahrenheit. Assuming a temperature

range of approximately 50 degrees Centigrade, or ap-

proximately 112 degrees Fahrenheit, the differential

thermal expansion would be approximately 448 micro- 5

inches. Using the design of the present invention, as

described hereinabove, the actual departures from the

normal dimension of the aluminum sleeve through a 50

degree C. temperature range, at the upper and lower

ends of the aluminum mounting sleeve are in the order 10

of 10 microinches or less. It is also noted that the present

invention prevents changes in bearing pre-load due to

differential thermal expansion.

It is also noted that, in practice, the shrink fit between
the aluminum sleeve, which has a higher coefficient of 15

thermal expansion, and the steel cylinder forming part

of the rotor, is accomplished at approximately 300 de-

grees Fahrenheit. It is further noted that the clearance

between the outer surface of the sleeve, and the inner

surface of the disks as clamped around the sleeve is
20

preferably in the order of 0.022 inch; however, any

spacing which is sufficient to avoid engagement be-

tween the aluminum mounting sleeve and the surround-

ing aluminum disks, during the desired thermal cycling ^
range, is satisfactory. Incidentally, the disks may be

1

held concentrically with the appropriate spacers be-

tween the disks also being held, from their outer periph-

eries, concentric with the motor, during the clamping

process, in order to assure proper alignment, and clear-

ance between the inner surface of the disks and spacers,

and the outer surface of the aluminum mounting sleeve.

Other objects, features, and advantages of the inven-

tion will become apparent from a consideration of the

following detailed description and from the accompa-
35

nying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a showing of a Winchester or hard disk

drive with the upper cover removed; 40
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a Winchester or

hard disk drive illustrating the principles of the present

invention; and
FIG. 3 is a detailed cross-sectional view of the central

hub of the drive of FIG. 2. 45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring more particularly to the drawings, FIG. 1

shows a disk drive unit 12 including a plurality of hard
disks 14, and a head positioning mechanism 16. Mag- 50
netic heads, attached to the outer ends of the head posi-

tioning arms 18 are moved substantially radially with
respect to the center of the disks 14 under the control of
the actuator 16, in order to shift all of the heads secured
to the arms 18 together, across the magnetic surfaces of 55
the disks 14. In accordance with well-known practice in

the field of Winchester or hard disk drives, each of the

intermediate arms 18 is provided with two magnetic
heads, one to interact with the lower surface of the

upper disk and the second head to interact with the 60

upper surface of the next lower disk. One surface of the

disks is normally reserved as a servo track disk surface,

which is employed in controlling the positioning of the

heads and the reading and writing which is accom-
plished by the remaining heads. Of course, all of this is 65

well known in the field of Winchester, or hard disk

drives. The disk drive shown in FIG. 1 is of the type

manufactured by the assignee of the present invention.

4
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a Winchester or

hard disk drive illustrating the principles of the present

invention. Shown in FIG. 2 is the housing 22 and the

upper housing closure- plate 24 which seals the unit.

Within a housing is the head positioning mechanism 26

of the type shown in FIG. 1 at reference numeral 16,

and a central motor 28 including coils 30 forming part

of the central stator structure, and the rotor structure

including permanent magnets 32 and an outer steel

sleeve 34. Secured to the rotor 32, 34 in a manner to be

described hereinbelow, are nine aluminum memory
disks 36. Extending from the head positioner 26 be-

tween the disks 36 are a series of magnetic head support-

ing arms 38. Secured to each of the magnetic head sup-

porting arms 38 which extend between aluminum re-

cording disks 36 are a pair of magnetic heads, such as

those shown at reference numeral 40, mounted on one
of the arms 38. The upper and lowermost arms 38

would only have one magnetic head to engage the ex-

posed surface of the adjacent disk, while all the other

mounting arms 38 would have two magnetic heads of

the type shown at 40, to engage the two facing surfaces

of the memory disks 36. Incidentally, all of the arms 38

normally move together, and, as mentioned elsewhere

herein, one of the disk surfaces and mating heads acts as

a servo system to control the position of the arms 38

through the head positioner 26.

The configuration of the inner portion of the motor
assembly will now be considered in greater detail in

connection with FIG. 3 of the drawings. The motor 28,

includes the central steel shaft 44 which is fixed to the

housing 22 and has the steel poles 46 and the windings

30 associated therewith. The motor is a brushless DC
motor having an enclosing four pole permanent magnet
rotor which, as mentioned above, includes the perma-
nent magnets 32, and the surrounding steel cylindrical

member 34. The central stator may, for example, in-

clude 15 slots or 12 slots, with the steel structure being

provided with windings which are energized under the

control of Hall effect sensors, to control the energiza-

tion of selected windings to rotate the rotor and the

memory disks which are secured thereto.

An aluminum disk mounting sleeve 48 is secured to

the cylindrical steel member 34 over the central over-

lapping distance indicated by the line segment 50, con-

stituting approximately half of the overlapping area of

the cylindrical member 34 and the enclosing aluminum
sleeve 48. The remaining distance of overlap of the

aluminum sleeve 48 and the cylindrical steel member 34
is provided with a clearance of several thousandths of

an inch, above and below the area indicated by the

arrows 50, so that, as the temperature of the unit cycles,

there will be no engagement between the steel and
aluminum parts except in the central zone. The alumi-

num sleeve 48 and the cylindrical steel member 34 are

preferably secured together by heat shrinking the two
members together. Thus, the two parts are initially

carefully machined to have a slight interference fit at

the upper end of the temperature band within which.the

units are to be exposed, and then the aluminum sleeve is

heated to a temperature in the order of 300 degrees F. so

that it may be readily slid over the steel member. Once
they are accurately positioned relative to one another,

the unit is permitted to cool down to room temperature
where the aluminum sleeve will be tightly and perma-
nently mounted onto the inner steel cylindrical rotor

member.
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The aluminum hard disks 36 together with their asso-

ciated spacers 37 are mounted to the aluminum sleeve

48 by clamping between the lower flange 54 and the

clamping member 56 which is secured to the upper edge

of the aluminum sleeve 48 by a set of six cap screws 58 5

which may be evenly spaced around the enlarged or

end of the aluminum sleeve 48. As mentioned above,

there is a considerable space or clearance of at least

several thousandths of an inch between the inner diame-

ter of the disks 36 and the spacers 37, and the outer

diameter of the aluminum sleeve 48. This clearance is

indicated at reference numeral 60 in FIG. 3. In practice,

the disks and the spacers are held in concentric positions

with regards to the inner assembly from their outer

edges, while the cap screws 58 are tightened to bring 15

the clamping member 56 into firm engagement with the

upper disk, and clamp the entire assembly together. In

this regard, it may be noted that the clamping member

56 has a T-shaped cross-section, with clearance 62 be-

tween the inwardly directed portion of clamping mem-

ber 56 and the enlarged upper end of the aluminum

sleeve 48, to insure full clamping pressure being applied

to the disks and their spacers.

Incidentally, the central fixed steel rod 44 is fixedly ^
mounted to the housing 22 by any suitable arrange-

ments, which as shown in FIG. 3 may include the

threaded fastener 64. The upper and lower bearing

assemblies 66 and 68 permit the easy rotation of the

rotor portion of the motor and the hard disks, relative to

the inner fixed stator portion of the motor, including the

central steel shaft 44 and the motor coils 30. Inciden-

tally, the bearings 66 and 68 are normally designed to

operate with a certain level of pre-loading, and the

isolation of the bearings from the differential forces 35
which could otherwise arise from the large thermal

coefficient of expansion of aluminum, is a collateral

advantage of the present invention.

It is also noted that the system of the present inven-

tion has a storage capacity of up to approximately 382

megabytes (unformatted) or up to 344 megabytes (typi-

cal format), as compared with approximately 170 mega-

bytes for prior similar hard disk drives of the type men-

tioned above having only five disks. Further, the in-

creased storage capacity is accomplished within the 45

industry standard dimensions as set forth hereinabove.

In conclusion, it is to be understood that the forego-

ing detailed description relates to an illustrative pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention. Various alternative

constructions for implementing the invention could 50

include, for example, the use of separate clamping mem-
bers at both the top and bottom of the aluminum mount-

ing sleeve, or the use of an additional concentric alumi-

num sleeve spaced with a slight clearance from the

mounting sleeve, to which the hard disks and spacers 55

are firmly secured, to form a unitary disk assembly

which would be mounted as a unit to the mounting

sleeve 48 as shown in the drawings. It is also noted that

the rotor member could be of another magnetic material

other than steel, and the disks may be of an alloy or 60

other material rather than aluminum. Another alterna-

tive would involve securing the aluminum mounting

sleeve to the steel rotor member by glue such as epoxy

glue, rather than by a thermal shrink fit. Accordingly,

the present invention is not limited to the precise em- 65

bodiment shown in the drawings and described in detail

hereinabove.

What is claimed is:

1. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type, comprising:

an inner motor including an outer cylindrical steel

member forming part of the motor rotor;

an aluminum disk mounting sleeve having a substan-

tial length which is coextensive with said steel

member, said aluminum sleeve making a thermal

shrink fit engagement with said cylindrical steel

member toward the center of their overlapping

areas, and having clearance between the sleeve and

member at their two ends;

a plurality of aluminum storage disks; and

means for mounting said storage disks from the upper

and lower ends of said aluminum mounting sleeve,

with the storage disks being aligned with and

spaced from one another and with a clearance from

the periphery of said aluminum mounting sleeve.

2. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 further

comprising magnetic head means for writing digital

information onto said disks and for reading digital infor-

mation from said disks.

3. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said aluminum disk mounting sleeve has a flange at one

end, and clamping means are provided at the other end

of the sleeve to clamp the aluminum storage disks

against the flange.

4. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said engagement between said sleeve and member ex-

tends for approximately one-half of the overlapping

area of said sleeve and said member.

5. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said engagement between said sleeve and member ex-

tends for between \ and 1 of the overlapping area of said

sleeve and said member.

6. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said disks substantially enclose said motor from one end

of said motor to the other end thereof.

7. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said disks are coaxial with and generally coextensive

with said motor.

8. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type as defined in claim 1 wherein

said motor is a brushless D.C. motor and wherein the

motor rotor includes permanent magnet means

mounted to and within said cylindrical steel member.

9. A high capacity digital storage system of the Win-

chester or hard disk type, comprising:

an inner motor including an outer magnetic member
forming part of the motor rotor;

a disk mounting sleeve having a substantial length

which is coextensive with said steel member, said

sleeve making a thermal shrink fit engagement with

said magnetic member toward the center of their

overlapping areas, and having clearance between

the sleeve and member at their two ends, said

mounting sleeve being formed of a material which

has a substantially different coefficient of thermal

expansion than said magnetic member;

a plurality of rigid storage disks; and

means for mounting said storage disks from the upper

and lower ends of said mounting sleeve, with the

storage disks being aligned with and spaced from
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one another and with a clearance from the periph-

ery of said mounting sleeve.

10. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 9 fur-

ther comprising magnetic head means for writing digi-

tal information onto said disks and for reading digital

information from said disks.

11. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 9 io

wherein said disk mounting sleeve has a flange at one

end, and clamping means are provided at the other end

of the sleeve to clamp the storage disks against the

flange.

12. A high capacity digital storage system of the
15

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 9

wherein said engagement between said sleeve and mem-
ber extends for between J and f of the overlapping area

of said sleeve and said member. 20
13. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 9

wherein said disks are coaxial with and generally coex-

tensive with said motor.

14. A high capacity digital storage system of the 25

Winchester or hard disk type comprising:

an inner motor including an outer cylindrical steel

member forming part of the motor rotor;

an aluminum disk mounting sleeve having a substan-
j0

tial length which is coextensive with said steel

member, said aluminum sleeve being secured to

said cylindrical steel member toward the center of

their overlapping areas, and having clearance be-

tween the sleeve and member at their two ends;

a plurality of aluminum storage disks; and
means for mounting said storage disks from the upper
and lower ends of said aluminum mounting sleeve,

with the storage disks being aligned with and
spaced from one another and with a clearance from
the periphery of said aluminum mounting sleeve.

15. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 14

further comprising magnetic head means for writing

digital information onto said disks and for reading digi-

tal information from said disks.

16. A high capacity digital storage system of the
Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 14
wherein said aluminum disk mounting sleeve has a

flange at one end, and clamping means are provided at

the other end of the sleeve to clamp the aluminum stor-

age disks against the flange.

17. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 14

wherein said engagement between said sleeve and mem-
ber extends for approximately one-half of the overlap-

ping area of said sleeve and said member.
18. A high capacity digital storage system of the

Winchester or hard disk type as defined in claim 14

further comprising a central fixed steel shaft, means for

mounting the stator of said motor fixedly on said shaft,

and steel bearing means for mounting the motor rotor to

rotate around and in close proximity to said stator, said

bearing means being mounted on said shaft above and
below said stator.

* * * * »
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